
CSK and Tigers:  

Already through to play-offs. Wins in their last group games will guarantee a Top 2 Finish for these two 

teams. Saying that, CSK NRR is so high, it will take a miracle to dethrone them from a Top 2 finish! Tigers 

could still finish in top 2 even if they lose their 7th game but still keeping their NRR ahead of Thunders. 

 

Cerritos Thunders: 

Just win the game against Torrandos and they are through. If they win big, and one of CSK/ Tigers lose 

their last group game then based on NRR, Thunders could even finish in top 2. Even if they lose against 

Torrnados, they could battle with Torrnados and/or Eagles on NRR and still will likely pass through bcos 

of their superior NRR as of now. 

 

Torrandos: 

Wins against CCCC and Thunders will guarantee playoff spot. Even if they lose 1 or both their group games, 

they could still go through based on NRR. But considering their NRR is lowest in the top 5 teams, they may 

not want to depend on NRR. Saying that, as mentioned above, they could even mathematically sneak-in 

a Top 2 finish depending upon NRR boost from their wins and also hoping Tigers lose bad against C-Cube.  

 

Eagles: 

They must win the last 2 games against CSK and C-Cube but still will may end up in a NRR battle with 

Torrnados/ Thunders. There is a chance they could even sneak through winning only game. They would 

have to then hope Torrnados lose both their games and their own NRR to be better than Torrnados/ CCCC 

since those 3 teams will end up with 3 wins in the table. 

 

CCCC: 

They must win their last group game against Torrnados but still have to hope Torrnados/ Eagles lose their 

remaining games. Same scenario as above, NRR will come into effect and they could potentially sneak-

through as the 4th team emerging past Torrnados/ Eagles. 

 

C-Cube: 

They have the least mathematical probability but still possible. They not only must win their last two 

games, but they would be hoping Torrnados and Eagles lose all their remaining games. NRR may come 

into effect between C-Cube/ CCCC/ Eagles/ Torrnados and they could potentially qualify as the 4th team. 

They have the lowest NRR of all as of now, so they need a miracle here! 


